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ABSTRACT

The Effect of Various Word Treatments on Chinese Vocabulary Comprehension During 
Multimedia Language Learning 

Jeongwoon Kim 
Department of Instructional Psychology and Technology, BYU 

Doctor of Philosophy 

The current study investigated the effect of viewing various types of word definitions—
dictionary, glossed, and annotated definitions—on Chinese learners’ vocabulary comprehension 
during video-based language learning. A total of 53 advanced Chinese learner participants were 
given access to various randomized word definitions while viewing the subtitled videos used in 
the experiment. Results showed that learners recalled words for which they viewed definitions 
significantly better after the experiment than before. The viewing of dictionary, glossed, or 
annotated definitions yielded comparable levels of word comprehension. In situations where 
learners did not view word definitions; however, word comprehension was not significantly 
higher on the posttest measures of recall. Attrition occurred whether participants viewed word 
definitions or not, but it occurred more severely for those words that learners chose not to look 
up definitions. The more a target word occurred, the better the word was comprehended. Survey 
results showed that participants preferred dictionary and annotated definitions more than glossed 
definitions. The results from this study suggest that word treatment is an effective way to 
comprehend vocabulary. If language learners and teachers lack resources to afford cost-intensive 
glosses and annotations, they can consider taking advantage of free, automatic online 
dictionaries, which are as effective as glosses and annotations. 

Keywords: word treatment, word definition, dictionary, gloss, annotation, Chinese, advanced 
learner, learner perspective 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Increasingly, more websites and commercial language teaching programs produce 

language-learning tools with TV programs, videos, podcasts, and other media. Media-based 

language learning has been attracting second language (L2) researchers’ attention since the 

1990s (Vanderplank, 2010).  More specifically, learning a foreign language by watching 

subtitled films, thereby increasing the chances for incidental learning to take place, has captured 

the attention of language learners and second language researchers alike.  A number of research 

studies have found that watching movies with subtitles has a positive effect on language 

acquisition (Danan, 2004; d’Ydewalle & Van de Poel, 1999; d’Ydewalle & Van Rensbergen, 

1987; Garza, 1991; Hayati & Mohmedi, 2011; Koolstra & Beentjes, 1999; Vanderplank, 1999; 

Vanderplank, 2010; Zarei & Rashvand, 2011). 

Watching programs with subtitles/captions has been shown to be beneficial for language 

learning in studies conducted in countries where English TV programs are prevalent (Koolstra & 

Beentjes, 1999; Kuppens, 2010; Lommel, Laenen, & d'Ydewalle, 2006; Vanderplank, 1999; 

Vanderplank, 2010).  Among various aspects of second language (L2) learning, vocabulary 

acquisition has been shown to be highly correlated to the use of subtitled foreign language videos 

(Koolstra & Beentjes, 1999; Neuman & Koskinen, 1992; Zarei & Rashvand, 2011). 

Several researchers, however, also assert that language acquisition does not occur 

automatically (incidental acquisition) through watching foreign films.  Rather, in order to learn 

L2 through subtitles, viewers must pay more attention to the subtitles and be aware of how they 

process subtitles (Vanderplank, 1999).  Danan (2004) suggests that viewers employ relevant 

strategies in order to better process subtitles and thus enhance L2 learning. 
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Given that access to subtitles provides the opportunity for an important activity that 

precedes acquisition, L2 reading research has important implications for research on language 

acquisition through subtitled videos.  Scholars involved in reading research have been studying 

the use of various word treatments as a strategy to enhance vocabulary learning, providing solid 

reasons for the use of word treatment.  For example, Coady (1993) argues that there is only a 5–

15% probability of learning words in context at first exposure.  Other researchers, on the other 

hand, found that the rate of word acquisition increases when actual objects and imagery 

techniques are used (Kellogg & Howe, 1971; Terrell, 1986).  Likewise, while regular reading 

only allows a linear approach to text, hypermedia-annotated text provides readers with a more 

global or multidimensional approach to the text (Martínez-Lage, 1997). 

Based on these findings, the growing interest in using word treatment to facilitate L2 

vocabulary learning in reading research has been spreading to L2 vocabulary learning via 

subtitled videos.  Considering the low probability of word acquisition at first exposure, 

researchers hypothesize that appropriate word treatment will enhance word acquisition for 

students who use video subtitles.  As explained in the review of the literature that follows, three 

methods of word treatment have been studied: online dictionaries, glosses, and annotations.  The 

following definitions for each word treatment type will be useful for understanding the goals and 

methods of this study: 

• Dictionaries: online dictionaries such as WordReference.com or Dictionary.com 

that enable instantaneous lookup of definition of words. 

• Glosses: short definitions or notes (Nation, 1983), or semantic explanations 

(Lomicka, 1998; Nation, 1983) for unfamiliar words in the specific context where 

those words appear. 
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• Annotations: more extensive notes on linguistic or cultural issues. 

For example, the sentence, “I am going to hit the party” could confuse English as a 

Second Language (ESL) learners.  In order to help them understand the meaning of this sentence, 

the word hit could be treated in the above-mentioned three ways: 

• [Online Dictionary] hit /hɪt/ 

vb. (hits, hitting, hit)(mainly tr) 
1. (also intr) to deal (a blow or stroke) to (a person or thing); strike 
2. to come into violent contact with: the car hit the tree 
3. to reach or strike with a missile, thrown object, etc: to hit a target 
 
n. 
1. an impact or collision 
2. a shot, blow, etc, that reaches its object 
3. an apt, witty, or telling remark 

 
Note: For the purpose of this document, only the first three definitions from each part 
of speech were included. To view the complete definition, please refer to 
http://www.wordreference.com/definition/hit 
 
• [Gloss] Hit: attend 

• [Annotations] To “hit” informally and figuratively means to “go to” or “attend.” 

For example, to “hit the town” means to arrive at a town (or to spend time in 

town), and “to hit the store" suggests a quick visit to a store (see Figure 1).  “To 

hit” also means “to do something extensively.”  For example, “hit the books” 

means to study hard and to “hit the bottle” means to drink alcohol excessively and 

habitually.  

http://www.wordreference.com/definition/hit
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Figure 1. Image annotations for the word hit. 

Statement of the Problem 

Even though word treatment is known to aid L2 learners in attaining vocabulary during 

media-assisted language learning, there is a gap in the past research on word treatment.  

Moreover, advanced language learners face a major dilemma in locating appropriate language-

learning materials.  The following describes these issues in more detail. 

Past research on word treatments. Research in the past few decades on various word 

treatments, such as glosses, annotations, and online dictionaries shares various commonalities.  

First, the research has focused on comparing various levels of a treatment or one or two types of 

word treatment.  For example, text-only annotations have been compared with text-plus-pictures 

annotations as well as with text-plus-video annotations.  Likewise, no glossing has been 

compared with minimal glossing, and full glossing (Chun & Plass, 1996; Jones & Plass, 2002; 

Lomicka, 1998; Yeh & Wang, 2003).  While these studies contain valuable insights, the results 

from these studies were not unanimous.  Moreover, other than one recent study by Todd (2014), 

there has been no study that compared all the existing methods of word treatments— dictionary 

lookup, glossing, and annotation—at the same time.  Todd’s study with advanced L2 Russian 

learners found that glosses were the most helpful in aiding Russian vocabulary 
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comprehension.  These findings suggest that, the area of L2 vocabulary learning via word 

treatment merits more research effort. 

Second, past studies on word treatment have focused on research with students who are 

acquiring languages similar to English, but have mostly neglected the investigation of situations 

in which learners are acquiring “truly foreign languages,” or languages that are more culturally 

distant and linguistically challenging for native English speakers (Jorden & Walton, 1987).  

Jorden and Walton define truly foreign languages as “non-Indo-European [languages]… spoken 

within societies that are culturally in marked contrast to our own” (Jorden & Walton, 1987, p. 

111).  For example, languages with unique orthography rather than alphabet systems have been 

neglected in word treatment studies conducted to date except that of Todd (2014). 

Third, past research on word treatment and vocabulary learning has not taken into 

consideration the perspective of the individual learner.  For example, no study has compared all 

three methods of word treatment from the learner’s perspective, which would evaluate 

preferences of individual learners for, or perceived helpfulness of the methods.  Since the 

assessment of learner preferences is vital in order to create a learner-based curriculum and to aid 

in the development of learner autonomy, this is a major gap in the research in this area (Bada & 

Okan, 2000; Barkhuizen, 1998; Nunan, 1987). 

The dilemma of advanced learners. Advanced language learners face a dilemma.  

Today’s media-rich world has plentiful materials available in many foreign languages.  However, 

materials created in accordance with sound pedagogical principles that are suitable for language 

learners at the upper proficiency levels of the American Council on The Teaching of Foreign 

Languages (ACTFL) or the Interagency Language Roundtable (ILR) tend to be fewer.  As a 

result, advanced language learners and their teachers are most often left to their own design to 
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locate and adapt adequate language materials.  Dana Bourgerie and Matthew Christensen, former 

and current Chinese Flagship Program Directors at Brigham Young University claim that this is 

the case at least for the Chinese language (personal communication, 22 April, 2014).  They also 

add that advanced language learners with a very distinctive focus or interest (e.g., law, computer 

engineering) are most likely to struggle to find appropriate language resources or may be forced 

to rely solely on being immersed in the second language  speech community, though those 

opportunities are not always available to students. 

The researcher performed a design-and-development project to create the materials 

(subtitles and word definitions) for this study.  A needs analysis conducted as a part of the 

project demonstrated that finding materials that teach field- or discipline-specific vocabulary and 

terms are difficult for advanced Chinese students.  According to the needs analysis, advanced 

Chinese students at BYU indeed rely on Chinese textbooks to learn field-specific terms or learn 

from language instructors who are equally unfamiliar with those terms.  Therefore, the researcher 

concluded that various types of word treatments might assist the students to comprehend 

accurate and contextualized word definitions. 

Significance of the Problem 

As mentioned in the previous section, there has not been research effort on the effect of 

word treatment that compares all three word definition types—dictionary, glossed, and annotated 

definitions—in a truly foreign language.  Therefore, an in-depth investigation of word treatment 

in the Chinese language merits effort in this research area.  Additionally, scholars of Chinese as a 

foreign language found that Chinese vocabulary often poses a challenge for non-native learners 

in the reading process (Everson & Ke, 1997; Wang & Upton, 2012).  Therefore, considering the 
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distinctive nature of Chinese orthography and the lack of a similar study that comprehensively 

compares all available definition types, this study makes a distinctive contribution to the field. 

In addition to comparing the effect of various treatments of words on the comprehension 

of Chinese vocabulary, this study also investigated participants’ preferences and use of word 

treatment.  By comparing the objective data (use of word treatment) with the subjective 

preference for various word definition types, the current study contributes to the development of 

learner-friendly vocabulary learning methods. 

Research Questions 

The current study sought to complement the findings of past research on word treatment 

types and vocabulary comprehension and addressed some of the neglected aspects in previous 

research efforts.  A key purpose of the current study is to enhance understanding of the 

relationship between use of various types of word treatment and the rate of vocabulary 

comprehension.  Because Chinese is one of the truly foreign languages for native speakers of 

English (Christensen & Warnick, 2006; Jorden & Walton, 1987), this study compared the effect 

of various treatments of words (lexical items) on the comprehension of Chinese vocabulary for 

L2 Chinese learners. 

In addition, this study investigated which word treatment method participants used more 

frequently or preferred to use.  Software was used to keep track of word treatment use, and a 

survey was administered to the study participants to inquire their preference and perceived 

helpfulness of treatment types. 

Therefore, the research questions that this study sought to answer are: 

• What is the comparative effect of using dictionary, glossed, and annotated word 

definitions on L2 Chinese vocabulary comprehension? 
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• What is the comparative effect of using word definitions versus not using word 

definitions on L2 Chinese vocabulary comprehension? 

• What type of word treatments among online dictionaries, glosses, and annotations 

are more frequently used, preferred, and deemed helpful by study participants? 

The independent variables for this study are the levels of use of word treatment methods.  

The dependent variable of the study is the vocabulary comprehension test scores by advanced 

Chinese learners. 

Definitions 

In this study, the term word treatment has been introduced.  Treating words instead of 

human subjects is an important and innovative aspect of this study.  Treating words denotes 

providing definitions to enhance the learning of words.  Three different word definition types, 

namely dictionary definition, glossed definition, and annotated definition, constitute word 

treatment in this study. 

Limitations of the Current Study 

A tool that is gaining popularity among L2 learners via multimedia is a pop-up dictionary 

(Wang, 2014).  Pop-up dictionaries provide more rapid access than conventional online 

dictionary lookup by providing users word definitions as they hover their computer mouse over 

unfamiliar words.  Even though the software used in this study allows the use of a popup 

dictionary, this function has been disabled to keep track of use data.  

Vocabulary learning is considered to be an essential part of language acquisition, and this 

study incorporated the measurement of participants’ vocabulary retention a week after treatment.  

However, the scope of this study is limited to vocabulary comprehension rather than vocabulary 

acquisition.  Even though sound vocabulary comprehension could lead to acquisition, equating 
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long-term vocabulary retention with language acquisition is a tenuous assumption since many 

other elements besides vocabulary retention contribute to language acquisition. 

The following chapter, Chapter 2, lays out the theoretical foundations for the study and 

describes previous research that provides useful insights for addressing the research questions.  

Chapter 3 describes the methodology used. 
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Chapter 2: Review of Literature 

The purpose of the current study is to shed light on the relative effectiveness, the 

frequency of use, and learner preferences for various word treatments for vocabulary 

comprehension.  This chapter describes the important theories explored in previous research and 

lays the theoretical foundation for this study.  This chapter also helps operationalize important 

concepts that are key to the study.  Pertinent theories and studies included in the chapter also 

reveal the need for the current study.  This chapter first introduces the concepts of language 

comprehension and non-incidental language acquisition and how they relate to the research 

questions explored in the study.  Next will be a discussion on the effect of viewing subtitled 

videos on L2 learning and ways to reduce cognitive overload during multimedia learning.  I will 

then provide an overview of the previous research on word treatment and L2 vocabulary 

learning.  Lastly, I will discuss several concepts that pertain to this study, specifically word 

frequency, unique challenges of Chinese reading, and advanced language learners. 

Language Comprehension 

In her 1997 book, Gass lays out a model for the L2 acquisition process, which was re-

conceptualized by Chapelle (1997) as shown in Figure 2.  According to this model, language 

input is first noticed, termed “apperception,” and then comprehended.  Next comes intake, the 

limited amount of L2 input retained by the learner.  Intake then leads to integration into the 

learner’s linguistic system, finally resulting in L2 output becoming possible (Rast, 2008).   
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Figure 2.  Second language acquisition process (Chapelle, 1997). 

Readers should note two things from this language acquisition model.  One is that the 

language acquisition process is quite complex and many factors inhibit acquisition.  In fact, a 

great number of research studies reviewed by Larsen-Freeman and Long (1991) state that input 

must be comprehensible in order to lead to intake (Larsen-Freeman & Long, 1991).  In other 

words, there is a need to provide L2 input in such a way to help L2 learners receive key elements 

of the input, thus increasing the chance they will comprehend it.  In addition to incomprehensible 

input, a factor that may also interfere with language acquisition is attrition or memory loss.  

Watanabe (1997) and Huang (2003) both found that the second language learners’ English 

vocabulary recall declined the sharpest between immediate post-treatment recall and the first 

delayed posttest.  This result is similar to the forgetting curve by Ebbinghaus (1987), which 

shows a dramatic drop in acquired knowledge within days unless a learner consciously reviews 

the learned material.  Pimsleur (1967) also asserted that learned words would fade from memory 

unless there is a review process. 

Second, it is important for readers to note that language comprehension and acquisition 

are two different concepts and must be distinguished from each other.  As shown in Figure 2 

above, the whole six stages constitute language acquisition, while comprehension consists only 

of the first three steps.  The key to readers’ understanding of the current study is the observation 

that it is concerned with the first three steps of this model of language acquisition.  Language 

intake, integration to the system, and L2 output may follow, but these steps in the process are 

Input Apperception Comprehens
-ion Intake

Integration 
to the 

learner's 
system

Output
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beyond the main scope of this study.  However, one may assume that increased L2 

comprehension, which is the focus of this study, precedes and will likely lead to enhanced L2 

acquisition over time. 

Non-Incidental Language Learning 

Another important distinction the current study makes is that it does not address the 

incidental learning process, which amounts to the acquisition of a foreign language without 

exerting explicit effort while encountering the target language during activities such as reading 

or watching subtitled foreign films.  While incidental learning has been widely investigated 

(Kuppens, 2010, Neuman & Koskinen, 1992), I am taking the position for this study that once 

learners are engaged in learning vocabulary by using word definitions while pausing videos, the 

learning is no longer incidental.  Moreover, the presentation and processing of multimedia 

information demands a greater level of cognitive effort than what can be deemed incidental, as 

illustrated in Figure 3 from Mayer and Moreno (2003). 

 

Figure 3. Multimedia-based language-learning process. 

For example, creating meaning from words and images alone requires paying attention to 

many elements such as video images, vocabulary, grammar, sociolinguistic behavior, and 
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intonation. Therefore, the conclusion that L2 learners can incidentally yet successfully learn 

vocabulary from subtitled videos seems unlikely, given the video medium’s rich nature. 

Therefore, the focus of the current study is deliberate not incidental vocabulary learning.  

In other words, it assessed the impact on vocabulary comprehension of having users deliberately 

look up word definitions while watching videos, and not the impact of merely watching videos 

and observing vocabulary passively. 

Subtitles and Language Learning 

Some researchers who studied language learning via subtitled videos claimed that text 

representation confirms the audio input and thus enhance language learning (Danan, 2004; 

Holobow, Lambert, & Sayegh, 1984; Lambert & Holobow, 1984).  Moreover, some aspects of 

L2 such as pronunciation, intonation, and sociolinguistic competence (how to use socially 

appropriate language) are difficult to acquire by the use of traditional textbooks alone.  TV 

programs or videos not only model native speaker language, but also provides contexts for 

language use through video images.  They also exemplify task performance in L2. 

The means through which the current study participants learned vocabulary items was 

through subtitles.  Therefore, the manner in which subtitles relate to L2 learning is crucial to 

understand how research on word treatment methods came about.  The following section 

summarizes some noteworthy studies on subtitles and L2 learning. 

Subtitles and vocabulary learning. Research on the relationship between subtitles and 

vocabulary learning reaped the most robust results.  Koolstra and Beentjes (1999) studied Dutch 

fourth and sixth graders’ vocabulary learning by randomly assigning them into three groups: (a) 

English TV with Dutch subtitles, (b) English TV without Dutch subtitles, (c) Dutch TV (control) 

and showing them assigned 15-minute videos twice in a single session.  The English vocabulary 
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matching test results showed that students in the English TV with Dutch subtitles group did 

significantly better on vocabulary recognition tests than those students who watched English TV 

without Dutch subtitles.  The English TV without Dutch subtitles group did significantly better 

than students who only watched Dutch TV. 

Neuman and Koskinen (1992) found that watching a captioned TV program could be 

useful for content learning as well.  They studied 192 bilingual seventh and ninth graders who 

spoke minority languages as a first language (L1).  They divided the students into four different 

learning-type groups: (a) a captioned science production, (b) the same science production 

without captions, (c) read-along-and listen-to-text, and (d) textbook only.  After the treatment, 

the students were assessed through word recognition, sentence anomaly, and word meaning tests.  

The results showed that bilingual students who watched the captioned science production did 

significantly better in acquiring science vocabulary and conceptual knowledge than the other 

treatment group students.  The researchers also found that overall second language (L2) 

competence of students influenced vocabulary acquisition.  The authors inferred that captioned 

television could be a tool to create environments for comprehensible input, which is beneficial 

for bilingual language acquisition. 

Interlingual and intralingual subtitles. Zarei and Rashvand (2011) investigated the use 

of intralingual subtitles (the language of the subtitles is the same as the dialogue of the film. i.e. a 

Chinese movie with Chinese character subtitles) compared to the use of interlingual subtitles (the 

languages of the subtitles and the dialogue are different. i.e. a Chinese movie with English 

subtitles) on vocabulary production.  They found that intralingual subtitles were more conducive 

to vocabulary production of 30 ESL learners than interlingual subtitles.  In other words, verbatim 
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subtitles led to significantly better English vocabulary comprehension and production than non-

verbatim subtitles.  

However, the superiority of intralingual subtitles found by Zarei and Rashvand (2011) 

might well be dependent upon the proficiency level of the audience.  Taylor’s study (2005) 

compared first-year learners of Spanish as a second language with third-or fourth-year Spanish 

learners.  The study showed that lower level learners felt positively toward the subtitles, but 

found they distracted from focusing on other forms of information (image, audio, etc.).  Taylor 

(2005) commented that added exposure and practice might have helped the lower-level learners 

in the study to read subtitles and could potentially have led to different results. 

Because the current study investigates vocabulary comprehension of advanced Chinese 

learners through watching subtitled videos, it is expected that intralingual or verbatim subtitles 

are more helpful for their L2 Chinese vocabulary learning.  

Reducing Cognitive Overload 

As discussed above, the number of elements presented during multimedia learning is 

likely to limit successful incidental language learning.  As shown in Figure 3, multiple elements, 

such as spoken words (audio), written words (subtitles or captions), and images (video scenes), 

are presented and compete for cognitive processing during multimedia learning, which in turn 

may cause cognitive overload.  Second language researchers and instructional designers alike 

suggest ways to minimize the learners’ cognitive demands as much as possible.  

One way to reduce cognitive overload during multimedia learning is to carefully select 

and adapt audiovisual materials to learners’ language proficiency (Danan, 2004).  This 

suggestion supports Krashen’s theory of comprehensible input, or i+1, which denotes input just 

above the learner’s current level.  
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Another way that learners reduce overload is to use various cognitive and metacognitive 

strategies.  Thompson and Rubin (1996) recommend that jotting down unknown words during 

viewing and looking them up later is helpful.  Other strategies include relying on known 

elements (known words or cognates) or predicting based on visual cues. 

Word Treatment and Vocabulary Learning 

The previous section provided an overview of strategies for lessening cognitive overload, 

one of which is looking up word definitions.  The idea of providing word definitions or treating 

words with various definitions originally came from reading research, but has been increasingly 

attracting the attention of researchers involved in video-based language learning as a means to 

enhance vocabulary learning.  The following describes the effect of three known word 

treatments—dictionary, glosses, and annotations—on L2 vocabulary learning.  Sometimes these 

three methods have been termed interchangeably since the term gloss has a comprehensive 

meaning (Roby, 1999).  The following summaries compare the terms from previous studies with 

the operationalized definitions for this study. 

Dictionary use. Many second language acquisition researchers claim that dictionary use 

enhances vocabulary learning.  Hulstijn (1993) asserts that “a sound reading pedagogy… sees to 

it that students verify their inferences by consulting an authority, such as a dictionary.” (p. 142).  

Smidt and Hegelheimer (2004) also argues that “. . . the use of online video in combination with 

… access to further resources in the form of a dictionary, for example, encourage learning 

beyond the content and help learners acquire language as well, making it a valid pedagogical 

choice.” 

Studies on dictionary use have shown positive impact of referring to online dictionaries 

on L2 learning.  One noteworthy study by Laufer (2000) investigated the vocabulary recall of 55 
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advanced English learners in Israel. She divided the subjects into two groups, one with online 

dictionary and one with marginal gloss on paper.  The online dictionary group performed 

significantly better on vocabulary learning tests than the paper gloss group.  This study also kept 

track of students’ lookup behavior.  Students could choose to view any options—L1 definition, 

L2 definition, or L2 example.  The results showed that though most participants in the online 

dictionary group used the L1 definition only, those who viewed both L1 and L2 definitions or the 

L1 definition and the L2 definition along with the L2 example performed significantly better on 

a retention test. 

Time and convenience seem to be important reasons to prefer online dictionaries (e-

dictionary) to paper or downloadable dictionaries.  Xie (2010) surveyed Chinese learners online 

on the types of Chinese dictionaries they use in their study, which included downloadable 

dictionaries, online dictionaries, pop-up dictionaries (accessible both online and offline), and 

online translators.  The survey results showed that out of 303 survey respondents, most Chinese 

learners preferred online dictionaries due to convenience and the fact that they were free. 

The study conducted by Wang (2012) is also one of the few that examined the effect of 

dictionary use on L2 Chinese learning.  He compared 20 Chinese learners’ use of an e-dictionary 

while reading a Chinese expository text online.  Ten learners were intermediate Chinese learners 

and the other 10 were advanced learners.  Lookup behavior, which consisted of using the e-

dictionary while reading, was observed and recorded.  After reading, learners were asked to write 

the main idea of the text in English.  Results showed that the intermediate group looked up 

middle and high-frequency words while the advanced group did not.  However, a retention test 

also showed that the intermediate group retained the words that had been looked up.  The author 
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concluded that the “e-dictionary effectively closed the vocabulary knowledge gap between 

intermediate and advanced learners” (p. 483). 

Glosses. Several studies have found that the use of glosses aids the learning of 

vocabulary.  For example, Abraham (2008) found that hypertext glosses were more useful for L2 

text comprehension and incidental vocabulary learning than not having access to the glosses. 

Another study compared the use of glosses and dictionary for incidental vocabulary 

acquisition among advanced French learners at Dutch universities (Hulstijn, Hollander, & 

Greidanaus, 1996).  Testing 16 low-frequency words, the researchers divided the subjects into 

three groups: marginal gloss, conventional dictionary access, or control groups.  Results showed 

better retention scores for the marginal gloss group than dictionary access group.  Although only 

limited use of the dictionary was reported, when students did use it, the group’s retention was 

better than that of the marginal gloss group. 

The method by which glosses are made available also seems to be of importance.  A 

study by Lyman-Hager, Davis, Burnett, and Chennault (1993) showed superior vocabulary 

acquisition when instantaneous lookup of glosses is available.  The authors compared two groups 

of L2 French learners, a treatment group with interactive reading software (which enables 

instantaneous lookup of glosses) and a control group without the interactive software, but with 

the same glosses available in traditional paper-and-picture format.  The students participated in 

an immediate written recall protocol and an in-class vocabulary quiz a week later after a class 

discussion.  The researchers found that the instantaneous lookup group performed significantly 

better on a vocabulary quiz of 20 words. 

The types of glossing available have been found to be pertinent as well.  Lomicka (1998) 

investigated the relationship between the number and type of glosses consulted and text 
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comprehension in a pilot study.  Using a think aloud procedure, she compared 12 French 

learners’ comprehension of a French poem.  The students were divided into three conditions: 

those who had access to (a) full glossing: “definition, images, references, questions, 

pronunciation, and translation in English” (Lomicka, 1998, p. 46), (b) traditional glossing: 

English and French definitions, and (c) no glossing.  Results from this pilot study showed that 

the participants used traditional glossing primarily for the goal of translation and comprehension 

even when the full annotation was available. 

Todd (2014) compared three conditions: dictionary definition, glossed definition, and 

annotated definition in a study in which 27 Russian learners viewed a 1.5 hour-long Russian 

movie with Russian subtitles.  A fourth of the target words were treated with dictionary 

definitions, another fourth with glosses, another fourth with annotations, and the other fourth 

showing blank.  The participants did not know what definitions they would view until they 

clicked on the words.  Results showed that the participants comprehended glossed words better 

than annotated words.  Both of those treatments surpassed words for which there was a 

dictionary definition. 

Annotations. Most previous research on annotations has focused on determining which 

format of annotation is most effective for vocabulary learning.  Chun and Plass (1996) examined 

the effectiveness of a multimedia annotation application called CyberBuch created for learners of 

German.  In their study 103 students read a short story on a computer with more difficult 

vocabulary items that were annotated in the following formats: (a) text only, (b) picture plus text, 

and (c) video only.  Results show that students in the group that had the words with picture plus 

text annotations obtained higher scores on a vocabulary test than those in the group that had 

access to the text-only and video-only annotations. 
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Various other researchers also found that picture plus text was the more effective type of 

annotation than annotation in text alone (Jones & Plass, 2002; Kost, Foss, & Lenzini, 1999; Yeh 

& Wang, 2003).  Some of these researchers explain that bimodal input of text and image is more 

effective than a single method of input.  The varying types of annotations used in these studies, 

however, suggest the need for further investigation.  Specifically, without comparing one method 

against another in additional comparison groups, it is hard to judge annotations in which one 

format (among text, picture, and video formats) is more helpful for L2 vocabulary learning than 

another. 

Word Frequency 

Vocabulary learning, the focus of the current study, may be affected by how many times 

a word appears in a text.  Ellis (2002) asserts that the frequent exposure to an L2 word increases 

the likelihood of remembering that word.  The previously mentioned study by Hulstijn, 

Hollander, and Greidanus (1996) additionally found a positive effect of word frequency on 

vocabulary retention.  Out of 16 target words, 8 of them appeared three times in the text while 

the other only appeared once.  While reading an L2 text with dictionary or glosses, the frequency 

of word occurrence positively affected word retention. 

In the study by Wang (2012) cited above, frequency of Chinese words in Modern 

Chinese Frequency Dictionary (Language Research Institute, Beijing Language Institute, 1986) 

was used as a measure of word difficulty.  This is similar to claims by Ellis (2002) that the 

difficulty of an L2 word may be estimated by its frequency of occurrence. 

Preferences 

Learner preference has for years been an important topic for language curriculum 

developers and teachers. Nunan (1987) queried immigrant ESL learners in Australia and their 
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teachers regarding their preferred learning tasks and activities.  He found drastic differences in 

preferences for issues such as error correction and pair work. Nunan argues that learner 

preference should be an essential element of a learner-based curriculum (Nunan, 1996).  Willing 

(1987) surveyed the preferences of 517 adult ESL learners in Australia.  He tried to see if a 

correlation exists between biographical variables, such as age, ethnicity, level of education, or 

speaking proficiency level, and preferences for learning activities.  Surprisingly, results from 

interviews and questionnaire showed no significant correlation between any of the biographical 

variables and learning preferences.  However, learners varied in their preferences for a particular 

sensory mode for learning. 

In regards to using learner preferences, Merrill (2000) asserts that learner preferences can 

be used to fine tune instructional strategies, determined based on content and instructional goals.  

Additionally, Bada and Okan (2000) claimed that letting learners assess and reflect on their 

preferences could help them build learner autonomy. 

Advanced Language Learners 

Yun (2011) investigated the effect of proficiency on how much advanced learners benefit 

from word treatment.  He conducted a meta-analysis of 35 empirical research studies concerning 

the effect of hypertext glosses on L2 vocabulary learning, and found that studies with low-

proficiency learners have significantly greater effect sizes than the studies with high-proficiency 

learners.  In other words, hypertext glosses benefited learners with low L2 proficiency more than 

for those with high proficiency.  However, this result contrasts with the finding by Plass, Chun, 

Mayer and Leutner (2003), which found that multimedia learning environments cause such high 

cognitive overload that low-proficiency learners are less likely to benefit from word treatment. 
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Past research studies also reveal important characteristics of advanced L2 learners that 

need to be taken into account.  Research showed that advanced L2 learners learn most effectively 

in a learner-initiated learning environment (Byrnes, 2006).  Byrnes asserts that this is especially 

true for adult learners whose volition serves as an important factor for successful learning.  In 

addition to benefiting from autonomous learning settings, advanced L2 learners also effectively 

acquire language when they set their own goals or have specific learning objectives (Byrnes, 

2006).  Moreover, several research studies indicate that advanced learners are more motivated to 

learn when instruction focuses on fulfilling tasks and projects related to their goals (Beckett & 

Miller, 2006). 

Reading Chinese 

The Chinese language has a unique character-based, non-alphabetic orthography that 

English speakers can view as a significant challenge.  First, each Chinese character is composed 

of one or any combination of the following three elements: graphemic component (shape), 

phonemic component (sound), or semantic component (meaning) (Christensen & Warnick, 2006; 

Ke, 1996).  The end result of these features is that there is no immediate connection between 

written and spoken Chinese.  Second, Chinese characters often combine with other characters 

and the “meanings of two-character words are related to the meanings of composite characters in 

complicated ways” (Chao, 1968).  In other words, knowledge of a character does not necessarily 

lead to understanding a composite word in which that character appears.  Moreover, written 

Chinese does not have word boundaries, which means that no space is used between Chinese 

words to signify word boundaries (Hoosain, 1991; Wang, 2012).  In addition, the lack of 

inflection and existence of many function words is often challenging for learners of Chinese as a 
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second language (Li, 2005).  The end result of these various characteristics is that Chinese 

presents unique challenges to learners who wish to become proficient in reading the language. 

Summary 

Language acquisition is a complex process, and language comprehension constitutes a 

part of it.  Though media-aided vocabulary learning, especially through subtitled videos, is found 

to be helpful, the rich nature of media easily inhibits effective learning.  One of the strategies to 

overcome such cognitive overload is providing definitions to target words in learning material or 

word treatment.  There are three known word treatment methods discussed in second language 

acquisition research: dictionary definition, glossed definition, and annotated definition. 

Though previous research studies reveal that word treatment aids vocabulary learning, the 

study results do not agree with each other, nor are they complete: except one previous study, 

there has not been a study that effectively compared all three existing word treatment methods, 

and the results lack consistency in indicating which word treatment method is most effective in 

aiding L2 vocabulary learning.  Also, there has not been a research study that compared the 

effect of word treatment methods on L2 Chinese vocabulary learning.  Given the difficulty of 

learning Chinese orthography and reading Chinese materials, this is a major gap in the research.  

Moreover, the need arose to understand and incorporate learners’ preference and perspective on 

word treatment methods. 

After reviewing important and pertinent research in the field of media-assisted 

vocabulary learning and word treatment, the need for the current study arose to examine the 

effect of word treatment on L2 Chinese learning.  The following chapter describes the detailed 

study design, which was intended to close some existing gaps in the field, as mentioned 

previously.  
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Chapter 3: Research Design & Procedures 

The current study sought to investigate whether the use of certain types of word 

treatments—online dictionary, glosses, and annotations—is related to Chinese vocabulary 

comprehension.  This study also examined the use of word treatment versus no word treatment 

and whether certain word treatment type(s) were preferred or deemed helpful by advanced 

Chinese learners.  The purpose of the present chapter is to provide an overview of the design and 

methodology to be used, which includes details on the experimental groups, participants, 

materials and instruments, and data analysis. 

Overview of the Study Design 

Participants in the study were advanced learners of Chinese as a second language.  Each 

participant took a language background survey and a vocabulary comprehension pretest and then 

watched two 20-minute Chinese videos, one about a Chinese doctor and another about a Chinese 

government official.  Each video had L2 subtitles available that contained a total of 80 target 

words treated with either dictionary definitions, glosses, annotations or no definition.  The 

participants were able to click on the treated words in the subtitles to view dictionary, glossed, or 

annotated definitions.  After watching the two videos, learners took a vocabulary comprehension 

posttest and a post-experience survey about their preference.  One week later, the participants 

took a vocabulary retention test. 

Participants 

The main participants for this study were 53 advanced L2 Chinese learners in several 

U.S. universities or graduates of those institutions.  Advanced proficiency was defined as being 

qualified to be currently taking or having taken upper level Chinese classes (300 level or above).  

Forty-nine of the participants were native English speakers while 4 of them were non-native 
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English speakers with English proficiency to pursue higher education in the US.  The native 

languages of those four participants were: Japanese, Korean (two students), and Spanish.  

Preliminary analysis of the study results between the 49 native English speakers and the 4 non-

native English speakers were not significantly different.  Therefore, the non-native English 

speakers’ data have been included.  There were 18 males and 35 females.  All participants 

participated online in their chosen places of convenience during the pretest, treatment, and 

posttest.  Participants received detailed instructions online. 

In this study, the participants held two roles: first as raters of word treatment methods, 

and second as autonomous learners with preferences.  In order to measure the effectiveness of 

word treatment in aiding Chinese learners’ vocabulary comprehension, the treatment of words 

was compared with participants’ performance on vocabulary comprehension tests.  Another role 

of the participants was as autonomous learners with preferences for word treatment method, 

which was measured via a post-experience survey, which is included in Appendix B. 

Word as Unit of Observation 

The role of participants as raters is related to a distinctive characteristic of this study.  A 

key difference with this approach and a conventional experimental design is that instead of 

having human subjects be divided into treatment and control groups, this study treated words as 

the unit of observation and had the target vocabulary divided into three treatment groups and a 

control group.  Human participants’ performance on vocabulary comprehension tests helped 

explain how word treatment use is related to word comprehension.  The participants’ use of word 

treatment methods, the frequency of clicks on word definitions, and viewing times of word 

definitions, all combine to help measure and rate the effectiveness of the treatment methods from 
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the users’ point of view.  This concept is novel and to the researcher’s knowledge, the only 

language acquisition study to have employed this method is that of Todd (2014). 

This approach was created in consultation with an experienced statistician in BYU’s 

Department of Statistics and has the advantage of not requiring researchers to find and recruit as 

many human participants as would be required in a study that implements a conventional 

experimental design. 

Materials and Instruments 

The main materials and instruments used in this study were pretest, treatment, posttest, 

and delayed posttest. The internal reliability of the three tests was measured using Cronbach’s 

alpha. The three tests exhibited high internal reliability: the alpha values of the pretest, posttest, 

and delayed posttest were 0.924, 0.941, and 0.976, respectively.  The following includes more 

details about the three tests and the treatment. 

Pretest and surveys. Prior to the experiment, a language background survey (Appendix 

A) and a multiple-choice vocabulary comprehension test was administered to assess participants’ 

Chinese-learning experience and knowledge of the target words used in the videos.  The pretest 

required the test takers to match a given definition of an English (or Chinese) word with the best 

Chinese (or English) word in a multiple-choice format. 

Pretests have been found to have an effect on posttest results by exposing the test items or 

topic to participants (Willson & Putnam, 1982).  Even though the pretest effect is considered to 

be more significant in behavioral science research, the current study acknowledged the bias that 

it might bring to the experiment.  Thus, to control for possible pretest effects, a Solomon Four 

Group Design was used.  This was possible by including only half of the target items in the 

pretest and all items in posttest (Solomon, 1949). 
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Treatment. Participants were asked to carefully view two 20-minute videos—the Doctor 

video and the Government Official video, which are part of China Professionals Speak video 

series.  This series was created by the BYU Chinese Flagship Center to help flagship students 

understand the language and culture of seven different professions in China. 

Given that the human participants were advanced L2 Chinese learners, the researcher 

based the design of the learning experience on the effectiveness of intralingual (verbatim) 

subtitles on language learning for this level of learners (Koolstra and Beentjes, 1999).  The 

learning experience included the capability to view the videos with simplified Chinese character 

subtitles. 

A total of 80 target words from the two videos have been chosen based on difficulty level 

set by the Chinese Proficiency Test (汉语水平考试 Hànyǔ Shuǐpíng Kǎoshì) (HSK), which is 

China’s only standardized Chinese proficiency test for this purpose.  Wang (2012) used the 

Modern Chinese Frequency Dictionary.  However, since HSK wordlist also considers word 

frequency and is readily accessible, I decided to use HSK word level to measure difficulty of 

words.  Half of the target words (40 words) chosen from the medium-difficulty level (HSK level 

5) and the other half are from the high-difficulty level (HSK level 6) for advanced Chinese 

learners.  The frequency of target words appearing in the video varied. 

As mentioned previously, words were the unit of observation and analysis in this study 

rather than participants.  Thus each word selected for use in the study received one of the 

following three treatments or no treatment: 

• Dictionary (WordReference.com) 

• Glosses (word definition in context) 

• Annotations (explanatory notes) 
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The words were assigned to eight different group of words that contain a randomized 

selection of word treatments, in which the target words are assigned to one of the four situations 

(glosses, annotations, dictionary, or no treatment) in a randomized order.  The eight randomized 

conditions were created on an Excel spreadsheet following Latin Square (“Latin square,” 2014).  

Each condition contained an equal amount of target words, half of them in HSK Level 5 and the 

other half in HSK Level 6.  The randomization design is included in Appendix C. 

When a study participant finished the pretest, he or she was assigned to one of those eight 

different conditions.  Half of the treatment conditions involved viewing the doctor video then the 

government official video while the other half of the treatment conditions consisted of the 

government official video being shown first, followed by the doctor video. 

Each time a user clicked on a treated word, which appeared in yellow, the word definition 

type was identified followed by display of the definition content.  For example, “gloss: (glossed 

definition)” or “annotation: (annotated definition)”.  For words in the no-treatment group, the 

phrase, “no definition available” appeared. 

Posttests and use preference survey. After the online study sessions, the participants 

completed a vocabulary recall posttest on Qualtrics, which was in the same format as the pretest.  

Like the pretest, the multiple-choice questions assessed the participants’ vocabulary 

comprehension.  The posttest was different from the pretest in that it assessed participants’ 

vocabulary knowledge of all of the target words.  A short post-experience survey followed the 

posttest.  The survey inquired about learner preferences and perceived helpfulness of the three, 

word treatment methods.  The full survey is found in Appendix B. 

After a week, students participated in a delayed posttest to measure their vocabulary 

retention over time, using the same target words in the same format as the posttest.  The order of 
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the question items in all three vocabulary tests (pretest, posttest, and retention tests) was 

randomized. 

Context: Ayamel 

The Ayamel website provided the context for the treatment of the current study.  The 

video playback and word definition technology enabled study participants to access the 

treatment, while the activity stream technology allowed me to access students’ word definition 

lookups. 

Video playback. The current study was conducted via video playback and data recording 

technology of the Ayamel website created by BYU’s ARCLITE Lab (http://ayamel.byu.edu).  

Ayamel’s video playback function provided access for learners to the word treatments used in 

this study: (a) dictionary definitions (WordReference.com), (b) glosses (word definition in 

context), and (c) annotations (explanatory notes).  Since the study participants were not be 

familiar with the playback capabilities of the Ayamel system, which included word definition 

functions, they were encouraged to watch a brief video tutorial after taking the pretest to 

familiarize themselves with the capabilities that are available.  A video tutorial transcript that 

explains the basic functions of Ayamel’s video playback is included in Appendix D.  As a user 

clicks on a treated word, which is highlighted in yellow, the video playback automatically 

stopped and the website led users to view the various versions of word treatment.  An example of 

dictionary definition on Ayamel is captured in the following screenshot (see Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. Example of dictionary definition. 

The following is an example of a target word treated with a glossed definition on Ayamel 

(see Figure 5).  As was the case for dictionary and annotated definitions, the glossed definitions 

are shown under the Annotations tab on the right side of the screen. 
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Figure 5. Example of glossed definition. 

Lastly, the following screen shot is an example of an annotated definition shown to the 

study participants as they watched the videos (see Figure 6). 
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Figure 6. Example of annotation definition. 

While using the dictionary definition function on Ayamel, Chinese learners may need to 

keep the idiosyncrasies of Chinese orthography in mind.  Since each Chinese character carries a 

meaning and Chinese words are often character compounds, recognizing word boundaries can be 

challenging for learners.  The online dictionary function helped recognition of word boundaries 

by not bringing up non-word definitions or definitions of each character in a compound.  The 

function only brought up the definition of that specific character-compound word. 

Activity stream. The activity stream function on Ayamel tracked each student’s use of 

the various word treatments (e.g., when, how long, and how many times a student looked at a 

word treatment).  Activity stream is “list of recent activities performed by an individual, typically 

on a single website.” (“Activity stream,” 2014)  The incorporation of software to track a 

learner’s Activity Stream in multimedia learning experiences can provide a new tool and 

valuable insights into L2 learning (Noblitt & Bland, 1991, Cubillos, 1998).  For example, as a 
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learner clicks on a treated word, one can assume that the learner paid attention to that word 

treatment, however brief that attention might have been.  The time that lapses between the click 

on the word definition until the next click to replay the video can be calculated and assumed to 

represent the amount of time spent on studying that word definition. 

Data Collection and Analysis 

Study participants’ scores on the pretest, posttest, and retention test items were recorded.  

Each participant’s word treatment use data was tracked through Ayamel’s Activity Stream 

recording capabilities.  The Activity Stream data was used to calculate the number of clicks a 

word definition received and the total lapsed time spent on viewing that word definition for all 

target words.  Students’ post-survey responses on preference of word definition and attitudes 

towards word treatments generated additional subjective data to complement the Activity Stream 

data. 

The dependent variable for this study, the level of recall of target vocabulary definitions, 

was measured by the participants’ performance on the posttest and retention test.  The 

vocabulary test scores for the treatment groups (dictionary, gloss, annotation) were combined for 

each target word, then the average vocabulary comprehension rate for the groups was compared 

to each other and to the no definition group to determine any significant differences in word 

treatment methods as well as the effect of time on recall.  Students’ post survey responses on 

self-assessed preference for and helpfulness of the various types of definitions were compared 

with objective Activity Stream data as well. 

The main methods of data analysis were mixed-model ANOVA and regression analysis 

blocking on word.  All comparisons of means were done using post-hoc pairwise comparisons 

with Tukey-Kramer adjustments for multiple comparisons.  In each case the independent 
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variables were various word treatment methods and the dependent variable is the rate of 

vocabulary recall.  Regression analysis allowed the researchers to assess the effect of the various 

independent variables that may have affected vocabulary comprehension.  The following are 

some of those variables: 

• Frequency of target words appearance: how many times the target words appeared 

in the video 

• Difficulty of target words: HSK levels to which the target words were assigned to 

• Order of target video: which of the two videos the participants watched first 
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Chapter 4: Analysis of Data 

Taking the word as the unit of analysis, the study compared the comprehension level of 

the words that received different treatments or no treatment in pre-, post-, and delayed post-

vocabulary tests.  In other words, the research questions this study investigated are: 

• What is the comparative effect of using dictionary, glossed, and annotated word 

definitions on L2 Chinese vocabulary comprehension? 

• What is the comparative effect of using word definitions versus not using word 

definitions on L2 Chinese vocabulary comprehension? 

• What type of word treatments among online dictionaries, glosses, and annotations 

are more frequently used, preferred, and deemed helpful by study participants? 

In doing so, I addressed the effects of several independent variables such as how many 

times each target word appeared in the treatment videos, the difficulty level (either medium or 

hard) of target words, and the order of the two video presentations, on vocabulary 

comprehension and acquisition. 

The following sections show the results of the key inquiries based on the above research 

questions.  After describing the study participants, the sections describe the results for the first, 

second, and third questions.  Answers to the first and second research questions are given by 

comparing the effects of the three word treatment types and then comparing treatment versus 

non-treatment.  The sections then describe the effects of the independent variables—frequency of 

target word appearance, difficulty of target words, and the order of target video presentations. 

Comparative Effect of Dictionary, Glosses, and Annotations 

This section compares the effect of three treatment conditions.  Each of the 80 target 

words received one of the following three treatments or a no-treatment condition: dictionary 
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definition (D), glosses (G), annotations (A), or No definition available (N).  During the data 

analysis, a statistics faculty advisor and I realized the need to differentiate the act of clicking a 

word and finding “No Definition Available” from the act of purposely not looking up a word 

definition.  More specifically, No definition available is when participants clicked a yellow-

highlighted word, but it showed No definition available for the study purposes while no click 

means participants did not look up the word definition.  Thus, we decided to call the no click 

action a control action (C). 

The following line graph marks the average comprehension level for the five conditions 

at pretest, posttest, and delayed posttest periods.  As shown in the graph, words in the gloss (G) 

group and the annotation (A) group exhibit very similar patterns of mean comprehension rate 

rising during the posttest and then dropping in the delayed posttest.  Even though words in the 

dictionary (D) group show a slightly lower level of mean comprehension rate in the pretest, the 

gain between pre- to posttest is very similar to that of the G and A groups.  D group also exhibits 

a decreased level of comprehension between post-to delayed posttest, except that the decrease is 

not as severe as those for G and A groups.  The no-definition (N) group and no-click (C) group 

words exhibit a somewhat different pattern from the D, G, and A word groups.  The average 

pretest comprehension rate of the N group words is very similar to that of the D, G, and A 

groups, while the C group’s mean pretest score is the higher than the rest of the word groups.  

However, the line that connects the N group’s pretest score to posttest score is less steep than 

those of the G, A, and D groups and the line for the C group is even less steep than that of the N 

group.  Unlike the other four groups, the C group’s delayed posttest score is lower than its pretest 

score.  
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Figure 7. Line graph showing vocabulary test means (D, G, A, N, C words). 

Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics—the mean, standard error, and statistical 

significance of the words—in the D, G, A, N, C groups in pre-, post-, and delayed posttest 

administrations, organized in D, G, A, N, C order.  The letters in the fifth column are used to 

denote statistical significance: treatment-by-time combinations that share letters are not 

statistically significantly different from each other (p< .05 level).  As shown below, the words in 

the D, G, A, and N groups during pretest all share the letter U, and thus, statistically speaking, 

the comprehension level of the D, G, A, and N group words during the pretest were not 

significantly different from each other.  The words in the D, G, and A groups during the posttest 

all share the letter Z, and thus the mean comprehension rates of the three word treatment groups 

during the posttest were not significantly different from each other.  When comparing the pretest 

letters with the posttest letters, the D, G, A, and N groups did not share letters, but the C group 

did (VWX and XY).  Statistical significance data coupled with the means data showed that the 

D, G, A, and N groups had significantly higher posttest vocabulary comprehension than pretest 
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comprehension.  On the other hand, the comprehension of the C group words during the posttest 

was higher than that of the pretest, but the difference was not statistically significant. 

During the delayed posttest, D, G, and A words showed significantly different levels of 

mean comprehension (letters XY) than that of C words (UVW).  However, the comprehension of 

N group words (WX) did not vary significantly from those of D, G, and A words, nor did it vary 

from that of C group words. 

Comparing posttest with delayed posttest administrations, the D groups’ delayed posttest 

score was lower than its posttest score, but was not significantly different from it (letters XY and 

YZ).  Likewise, the N group’s posttest score was not significantly different from its delayed 

posttest score (letters XY and WX).  On the other hand, the C group’s delayed posttest score was 

significantly lower than its posttest score (letters UVW and XY).  The G and A groups’ posttest 

scores were also significantly different from delayed posttest scores (letters Z and XY).  
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Table 1 

Descriptive Data on the Time-by-Treatment Effect (D, G, A, N, C) 

Effect Time Treatment Mean StdErr Letters* 
Time*treatment Pre D 42.28227 3.497868 U 
Time*treatment Pre G 47.86025 3.510772 UVW 
Time*treatment Pre A 47.8634 3.574122 UVW 
Time*treatment Pre N 46.05429 3.486768 UV 
Time*treatment Pre C 57.03785 3.383743 VWX 
      
Time*treatment Post D 74.95536 2.724104 YZ 
Time*treatment Post G 85.09998 2.72162 Z 
Time*treatment Post A 82.96031 2.721289 Z 
Time*treatment Post N 66.55826 2.681617 XY 
Time*treatment Post C 68.46285 2.622041 XY 
      
Time*treatment Delayed D 68.83118 2.724104 XY 
Time*treatment Delayed G 67.81117 2.72162 XY 
Time*treatment Delayed A 66.74817 2.721289 XY 
Time*treatment Delayed N 60.19816 2.681617 WX 
Time*treatment Delayed C 54.23094 2.622041 UVW 

Note. Treatment-by-time combinations that share letters are not statistically significantly 
different from each other (p< .05 level). 

 
Comparative Effect of Treatment and No Treatment 

In order to answer the second research question of this study, the various treatments and 

no-treatment effects have been narrowed down to two categories: 

• Dictionary, glosses, and annotations = Treatment Group (T) 

• No definition available, no click = Control Group (C) 

The following table shows the comparative effect of treatment versus no treatment or 

control at the three test administrations.  The mean is the average comprehension rate for the 

target words.  As shown in the table, the comprehension rate of the treatment group in the pretest 

is lower than the control group, but not significantly (Letters YZ and Z).  However, the treatment 
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group’s comprehension rate in the post- and delayed posttests are both significantly higher than 

those of the control group. 

For the C group, the mean posttest score was significantly higher than the pretest score 

and the delayed posttest score.  However, its pretest and delayed posttest scores were not 

significantly different from each other, sharing the letter Y.  For the T group, however, the 

pretest mean was significantly lower than both the posttest and delayed posttest means. 

Table 2 

Descriptive Data on the Time-by-Treatment Effect (T, C) 

Effect Time Treatment Mean StdErr Letters 

Time*treatment Pre C 51.97 2.74 YZ 

Time*treatment Pre T 46.09 2.51 Z 

Time*treatment Post C 67.64 2.18 X 

Time*treatment Post T 81.04 2.05 W 

Time*treatment Delayed C 57.14 2.18 Y 

Time*treatment Delayed T 67.84 2.05 X 

 

The following line chart depicts the means for the T and C conditions during pre-, post-, 

and delayed posttests.  The average comprehension level of target words in the treatment and no 

treatment groups both increased from pretest to posttest, then decreased in delayed posttest.  

However, the increase from pre to posttest was greater for the T group.  
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Figure 8. Line graph showing vocabulary test means (T, C words). 

Gain over Time 

In order to determine the level of vocabulary gain that study participants achieved during 

their learning experience, I compared the vocabulary comprehension data for treatment and no-

treatment group words between the three test administrations (shown in Time).  More 

specifically, pretest word comprehension was subtracted from posttest comprehension for both T 

and C groups, and they are compared with each other.  Likewise, posttest data was subtracted 

from delayed posttest, and pretest from delayed posttest and then the difference in gains was 

compared between T and C groups. 

The following table summarizes the descriptive data for the difference in gains.  The 

values in the second column (Time Treatment I) were subtracted by the values in the third 

column (Time Treatment II).  As shown below, the gain from the pretest to posttest for the T 

group words averaged 34.96, while the gain for the C group was less than half of that, at 15.67.  

As a result, the pre- to post gain for the T group words was 19.29 points higher than the C group 

words on average and the difference in gain for the two groups was statistically significant (p< 
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.0001).  From pre- to delayed posttest, the comprehension level increased for both T and C group 

words.  However, the increase was even greater for the T group than the C group and the 

difference between the two groups was statistically significant (p< .0001).  From posttest to 

delayed posttest, the comprehension level decreased significantly for both groups, but the 

decrease was not statistically different between the T and the C group words (p=0.3038). 

Table 3 

Descriptive Data on the Gains over Time (T, C) 

Effect 
Time Treatment 
I 

Time 
Treatment II Mean StdErr p-values 

Time*treatment Post T Pre T  34.96 2.30 <.0001 
Time*treatment Post C Pre C 15.67 2.66 <.0001 
Differences in gains Post-pre T Post-pre C 19.29 3.33 <.0001 
Time*treatment Delayed T Pre T  21.76 2.30 <.0001 
Time*treatment Delayed C Pre C 15.87 2.66 <.0001 
Differences in gains Delayed-Pre T Delayed-Pre C 16.58 3.33 <.0001 
Time*treatment Delayed T Post T -13.20 1.79 <.0001 
Time*treatment Delayed C Post C -10.50 2.07 <.0001 
Differences in gains Delayed-Post T Delayed-Post C -2.70 2.63 0.3038 

 

Effect of Word Difficulty 

In order to appropriately investigate the comparative effect of word treatment on word 

comprehension for this study, it was imperative to look at the effect of several independent 

variables. The first of those variables is the effect of word difficulty on the comprehension rate.  

As mentioned in Chapter 3, half of the target words were HSK level 5 words and the other half, 

HSK level 6, which were termed medium and high difficulty words for advanced Chinese 

learners. 

We analyzed the effect of word difficulty alone and its interaction effect with time (over 

the three test administrations) and the three-way interaction of time-by-treatment-by-word 

difficulty.  The following table summarizes the three effects.  As shown below, the effect of 
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word difficulty by itself was not significant.  However, the interaction effect of word difficulty-

by-treatment was significant at the p=0.0169 level.  The effect of difficulty level interacting with 

three test periods was not significant (p=0.7697).  However, the interaction effect of word 

difficulty-by-time-by-treatment was significant (p=0.0044).  Since the interaction effect of time-

by-difficulty is not significant, the descriptive data is not reported. 

Table 4 

Summary Data of the Word Difficulty Effect 

Effect Number DF Den DF F Value p 

Difficulty 1 77 0.14 0.7070 

Treatment*Difficulty 5 389 2.80 0.0169 

Time* Difficulty 2 156 0.26 0.7693 

Time*Treatm*diffic 10 1935 2.56 0.0044 

 

The following table shows descriptive data for the interaction between treatment and 

word difficulty.  For the words in the no-treatment (C) group, the mean comprehension level for 

high-difficulty (H) words and medium-difficulty (M) words did not vary significantly from each 

other.  Likewise, word difficulty did not have a significant effect on the words in the T group 

either.  However, the average comprehension level of the H words in the C group (mean= 55.72) 

was significantly lower than that of the H words in the T group (mean= 64.50).  Nonetheless, for 

the M words, the mean comprehension levels for the C group and T group did not differ 

significantly (letters XY for both). 
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Table 5 

Descriptive Data on the Treatment-by-Difficulty Effect 

Effect Treatment Difficulty Mean StdErr Letters 
 

treatment*difficulty C H 55.72 2.70 X 

treatment*difficulty C M 63.12 2.71 XY 

treatment*difficulty T H 64.50 2.60 Y 

treatment*difficulty T M 65.48 2.62 XY 

 

Figure 9 shows the average comprehension rate of the words for the three-way interaction 

of treatment-by-difficulty-by-time.  As shown in the line graph, the H difficulty words in the 

treatment group (or T_H words) scored the lowest in the pretest, lower than the H words in no-

treatment group (or C_H group words).  However, during the posttest, the comprehension of the 

T_H words increased more drastically than the comprehension of the C_H words.  The same 

pattern appeared for the M difficulty words except the pattern exhibited a more mild difference 

between T_M and C_M words.  In other words, the T_M words showed lesser amount of 

increase from pre- to posttest than the T_H words, but still greater amount of gain than the C_M 

words. 

In general, all the words, regardless of difficulty or treatment, showed increased 

comprehension from pre to posttest, then decreased in the delayed posttest.  However, the 

decreases from posttest to delayed posttest in the four groups were almost parallel to each other.  
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Figure 9. Line graph showing vocabulary test means (Time-by-treatment-by-word difficulty). 

Table 6 provides more descriptive data for the interaction between difficulty, treatment, 

and time, organized by time, treatment, and difficulty.  All the pretest mean scores for the four 

comparison groups were not significantly different from each other, sharing the letter V for 

statistical significance.  For the posttest and delayed posttest, the T_H words’ comprehension 

scores were significantly different from those of the C_H words (letters SUZ and W; TU and 

SXY).  In other words, the comprehension of the treated high-difficulty words was significantly 

higher than that of non-treated high-difficulty words during post- and delayed posttests.  The 

comprehension of the T_H words during the posttest was significantly different from and higher 

than those of pre- and delayed posttest.  In fact, the treated, high-difficulty (T_H) words during 

the posttest showed the highest level of comprehension.  Likewise, the posttest comprehension of 

T_M words was also significantly higher than those of pretest and delayed posttest.  The 

comprehension of the C_M words also significantly increased from pre-to posttest, but its 

delayed posttest comprehension was not significantly different from the pretest comprehension.  
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Table 6 

Descriptive Data on the Time-by-Treatment-by-Difficulty Effect 

Effect Time Treatment Difficulty Mean StdErr Letters 

Time*treatm*diffic Pre C H 48.06 3.87 UV 
Time*treatm*diffic Pre C M 55.89 3.90 STUV 
Time*treatm*diffic Pre T H 39.30 3.53 V 
Time*treatm*diffic Pre T M 52.87 3.58 UV 
       
Time*treatm*diffic Post C H 64.44 3.08 SUZ 
Time*treatm*diffic Post C M 70.84 3.10 WXY 
Time*treatm*diffic Post T H 84.69 2.89 W 
Time*treatm*diffic Post T M 77.39 2.93 WXZ 
          
Time*treatm*diffic Delayed C H 54.65 3.08 TU 
Time*treatm*diffic Delayed C M 59.63 3.10 STU 
Time*treatm*diffic Delayed T H 69.51 2.89 SXY 
Time*treatm*diffic Delayed T M 66.17 2.93 STY 

 

Effect of Word Occurrence 

The effect of how many times target words occurred in the treatment videos was the 

second independent variable to investigate.  The word occurrence for the 80 target words varied, 

ranging anywhere between 1 and 8.  The fixed effects of the frequency of the target word 

occurrence on comprehension were analyzed.  Table 7 sums up the descriptive data from the 

analysis including the slope and p value.  As a continuous variable, the slope of 2.98 was 

reported.  In other words, if one increases the word occurrence by one, the comprehension score 

is projected to go up by 2.98%.  Word occurrence had a statistically significant effect on word 

comprehension (p=0.0093). 
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Table 7 

Descriptive Data on the Word Occurrence Effect 

Effect Slope StdErr DF t Value p 

Word Occurrence 2.98 1.144 1475 2.60 0.0093 

 

Effect of Video Presentation Order 

The last independent variable to consider in this experiment was the order of the two 

videos presented during the treatment.  The participants were randomly assigned to either of the 

two video presentation orders, either doctor video first then the government official video (DO) 

or the official video then the doctor video (OD).  Since the order of the video presentation 

affected how participants accessed the video subtitles, target words, and various word 

definitions, the effect of video presentation order was analyzed as an interaction between 

treatment and time.  As the following table summarizes, the video presentation order itself did 

not have a significant effect on the dependent variable, the comprehension rate of target 

vocabulary (p=0.1207).  The two-way interaction between treatment (treatment or no treatment) 

and video order, as well as the three-way interaction of time-by-treatment-by-video order were 

significant (p=0.0309; p=0.0070). 

Table 8 

Summary Data of Video Order Effect 

Effect Number DF Den DF F Value p 

video order 1 79 2.46 0.1207 

treatm*video order 1 1475 4.66 0.0309 

time*treatm*video order 4 1475 3.54 0.0070 
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Table 9 contains the descriptive data for the significant treatment-by-video order 

interaction.  The C words viewed in DO order did not vary significantly from those viewed in 

OD order in comprehension level.  However, the C words and T words in DO order had 

significantly different comprehension rates. 

Table 9 

Descriptive Data on the Treatment-by-Video Order Effect 

Effect Treatment Video 

Order 

Mean StdErr Letters 

treatment*video_ C DO 58.59 2.12 X 

treatment*video_ C OD 59.24 2.15 X 

treatment*video_ T DO 67.35 1.98 Y 

treatment*video_ T OD 62.63 2.04 X  

 

The following line graph emphasizes the difference in means for the C and T group 

words interacting with the DO and OD video presentation orders.  As shown below, the treated 

words were comprehended significantly better than the no-treatment words for the DO video 

order.  However, for the OD video order, the treatment or no treatment did not make much 

difference on participants’ comprehension. 
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Figure 10. Line graph showing vocabulary test means (treatment-by-video order). 

The following line graph shows the three-way interactions of time-by-treatment-by-video 

order.  Treated words in both video orders, DO_T and OD_T, display slightly lower level of 

comprehension during pretest than not treated words, or DO_C and OD_C.  During the posttest, 

however, the DO_T and OD_T words display greater average comprehension than the DO_C 

and OD_C words.  The loss from posttest to delayed posttest is greatest in the OD_C group 

words and the smallest in the DO_C words. 
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Figure 11. Line graph showing vocabulary test means (Time-by-treatment-by-video order). 

The following table includes more descriptive data on the three-way interaction between 

time, treatment and video order.  As the table data suggests, the treated words presented with DO 

video order during posttest marked the highest level of comprehension, averaging 82.29% of the 

words.  During pretest, no significant difference was found between the four groups (sharing 

letter V).  During the posttest and delayed posttest, the comprehension levels of the non-treated 

words in both video orders (C_DO and C_OD) were not significantly different from each other 

(letters RSTZ and XYZ; letters RSTU and STUV).  The same pattern appeared for treated words 

in both video orders, T_DO and T_OD, during the posttest and delayed posttest.  The 

comprehension rate of the C_DO words was not significantly different from pre- to post- to 

delayed posttests.  Contrastingly, the comprehension rates of the T_DO as well as T_OD words 

differed significantly among all three test administrations.  The posttest comprehension for the 

C_OD words was significantly higher than pretest and delayed posttest comprehensions, but the 

pretest and delayed posttest comprehensions did not differ significantly from each other. 
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Table 10 

Descriptive Data on the Time-by-Treatment-by-Video Order Effect 

Effect Time Treatment 
Video 
order Mean StdErr Letters 

Time*treatm*video Pre C DO 53.17 3.36 TUV 
Time*treatm*video Pre C OD 50.77 3.45 UV 
Time*treatm*video Pre T DO 48.54 2.96 UV 
Time*treatm*video Pre T OD 43.63 3.12 V 
 
Time*treatm*video Post C DO 63.15 2.58 RSTZ 
Time*treatm*video Post C OD 72.13 2.63 XYZ 
Time*treatm*video Post T DO 82.29 2.32 W 
Time*treatm*video Post T OD 79.80 2.44 WX 
 
Time*treatm*video Delayed C DO 59.45 2.58 RSTU 
Time*treatm*video Delayed C OD 54.84 2.63 STUV 
Time*treatm*video Delayed T DO 71.21 2.32 YZ 
Time*treatm*video Delayed T OD 64.47 2.44 RZ 

 

Frequency of Usage 

One aspect of the second research question in this study concerns which of the three word 

treatment types were more frequently used.  In order to calculate the frequency of clicks, all the 

clicks greater than one were calculated from the activity data.  When participants first click on a 

word, the type of word definition he or she will view is purely determined by randomized 

treatment; thus, the first click was eliminated from the data analysis.  As shown in the following 

table, the most frequently clicked word definition type among the three definition types was 

gloss, being additionally clicked a total of 194 times.  The raw frequency of clicks on dictionary 

definitions and annotations were very close to each other (179 and 177 additional clicks). 
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Table 11 

Frequency of Clicks on Three Word Definition Types 

 Dictionary Glosses Annotations 

Additional Clicks 179 194 177 

 

Furthermore, I also looked at the relationship between the number of additional clicks on 

each target word and the change in the comprehension of that word during pretest and posttests.  

Additionally, I investigated the relationship between the time spent on viewing word definitions 

and the change in comprehension.  In order to do this, only the words that received treatment 

have been analyzed.  In other words, the words that contained no definition (N) or the words that 

never got clicked (C) were removed from the analysis.  I also used the pretest score and word 

occurrences as covariates.  The results showed that the interaction between treatment and number 

of clicks was not significant, so it has been removed from analysis. 

As shown in the following table, the number of clicks on the target word was not 

significantly correlated to its comprehension.  Moreover, the total time spent on viewing word 

definition and comprehension rate did not have a significant relationship with each other. 

Table 12 

The Effect of Frequency and Length of Word Definition View 

Effect Number DF Den DF F Value p 

Frequency of Definition View 1 1721 0.63 0.4265 

Length of Definition View 1 1721 1.49 0.2227 
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Preference and Helpfulness 

Another aspect of the second research area of the current study was to determine 

participants’ perceived preference for and helpfulness of the three word definition types via the 

post-experience survey.  After the treatment and post vocabulary test, the participants were asked 

to rank the three different types of word definitions, the most, medium, or least preferred or 

helpful.  The following table shows the total number of responses for preference and helpfulness 

ratings.  As shown below, the participants perceived the glossed definition to be the least 

preferred and helpful. 

Table 13 

Preference and Helpfulness Ratings 

Rating Prefer D Prefer G Prefer A Helpful D Helpful G Helpful A 
Most  21 9 24 23 5 26 
Medium  19 20 15 18 22 14 
Least  14 25 15 13 27 14 
Total 54 54 54 54 54 54 

 

An analysis of the correlation between preference and helpfulness ratings using Pearson 

product-moment correlation coefficient (Pearson’s r) revealed that preference and helpfulness 

ratings for dictionary definitions were significantly correlated with each other (r=.985).  The 

preference and helpfulness ratings for glossed definition were significantly correlated (r=.978).  

The same pattern appeared for the preference and helpfulness ratings for annotated definition 

types (r=.986). 
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Table 14 

Correlation Data on Preference and Helpfulness Ratings 

 PreferD HelpD PreferG HelpG PreferA HelpA 
PreferD Pearson Correlation 1 .985** .787** .724** .915** .903** 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
HelpD Pearson Correlation .985** 1 .747** .663** .931** .915** 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000  .000 .000 .000 .000 
PreferG Pearson Correlation .787** .747** 1 .978** .735** .699** 

 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000  .000 .000 .000 

HelpG Pearson Correlation .724** .663** .978** 1 .648** .592** 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .000  .000 .000 

PreferA Pearson Correlation .915** .931** .735** .648** 1 .986** 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .000 .000  .000 

HelpA Pearson Correlation .903** .915** .699** .592** .986** 1 
Sig. (2-tailed) .000 .000 .000 .000 .000  
N 57 57 57 57 57 57 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
 

Pearson’s chi-square goodness of fit test was used to compare the frequency of 

occurrence of preference rankings for the three definition types.  A significant difference was 

found among the preference rankings for dictionary, gloss, and annotated definitions (χ²(4) = 

11.89, p = .018).  Another chi-square test was conducted comparing preference rankings for 

dictionary and annotated definition types.  The result was not significant (χ²(2) = .71, p = .703) 

and thus confirmed that any difference between the preference rankings for the dictionary and 

annotated definition types was by chance.  Since the preference and helpfulness rankings were 

significantly correlated, no further analysis was conducted to compare helpfulness rankings of 

the three word definition types. 

Helpfulness of Subtitles 

At the end of the post-experience survey, I also asked participants to provide ratings on 

the helpfulness of the simplified Chinese subtitles they viewed during treatment.  As shown in 
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Appendix B, it was a 7-point Likert scale ranging from “not helpful at all” to “very helpful.” The 

average rating on the helpfulness of Chinese subtitles was 6.1 out of 7. 
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Chapter 5: Discussion and Conclusions 

Based on the data reported in Chapter 4, this chapter provides a discussion concerning 

vocabulary learning via word treatment.  In addition to the discussion of the reported data, I also 

relate these findings to previous research and then draw several conclusions. 

The key inquiry of this study was to determine the relationship between use of three types 

of word definitions and L2 Chinese vocabulary comprehension, as well as to learn whether the 

treatment affected vocabulary comprehension, and which of those three were more frequently 

used and perceived as preferred and helpful by study participants.  This chapter is structured 

based on the three research questions of this study: 

• What is the comparative effect of using dictionary, glossed, and annotated word

definitions on L2 Chinese vocabulary comprehension?

• What is the comparative effect of using word definitions versus not using word

definitions on L2 Chinese vocabulary comprehension?

• What type of word treatments among online dictionaries, glosses, and annotations are

more frequently used, preferred, and deemed helpful by study participants?

Comparative Effect of Three Word Treatment Methods 

As for the comparative effect of the three types of word definitions, dictionary, glossed, 

and annotated definitions; all had a similar impact on vocabulary comprehension between three 

test administrations.  In other words, there was no significant difference among the three word 

treatment types on vocabulary comprehension during the pre-, post-, and delayed posttests.  All 

three groups gained in vocabulary comprehension from pre- to posttests, and the gain was 

statistically significant. 
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Post- and delayed posttest comparison data, however, shows a different pattern for the 

dictionary definition group from those of gloss and annotation groups.  For the gloss and 

annotation groups, the delayed posttest comprehension was significantly lower than that of 

posttest.  This phenomenon can probably be attributed to the attrition effect or memory loss due 

to the passage of time.  However, the dictionary group’s post- to delayed post attrition was not 

statistically significant.  In other words, there was no significant attrition effect for the dictionary 

group.  This finding is consistent with Hulstijn, Hollander, and Greidanus (1996)’s study 

comparing gloss and dictionary use.  When students used dictionary definitions, the vocabulary 

retention rate was higher for the dictionary group than for the marginal gloss group.  As Todd 

(2014) asserted, dictionary definitions often include other possible meanings of target words 

besides the meanings used in a specific context (glossed definition).  Therefore, comprehending 

a dictionary definition requires critical thinking in order to be able to extract one specific 

definition among other possible options of meanings.  This critical thinking might have helped 

participants to retain vocabulary viewed with a dictionary definition better than with a glossed 

definition or annotated definition, which often provide meanings of relatively smaller scope. 

The results from the current study were somewhat different from the findings of the study 

by Todd (2014).  Todd found that glossed definitions were better comprehended than annotated 

definitions, but the difference in their mean comprehension rates was not significant.  However, 

her findings showed that both the gloss and annotation groups’ comprehension levels far 

surpassed that of the dictionary group, which actually decreased after treatment and was not 

significantly different from the control group’s comprehension level.  The differences in the two 

studies’ findings, namely the effect of dictionary definition, may be due to the nature of the 

online dictionary services that the two studies employed.  The difference between the Russian 
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and Chinese languages also may have contributed to the result.  For example, Russian is a highly 

inflective language while Chinese is not.  Thus, dictionary definitions may be much longer for 

Russian words than Chinese words.  Additionally, all the Chinese target words for this study 

were two-character combinations, which reflect the majority of Chinese words.  Therefore, 

unlike the Russian language, understanding each target word required at least fair knowledge of 

both of the component characters. 

As for the two control conditions, there was no significant difference found between the 

no-definition group and no-click group words during pre-, post-, and delayed posttest 

administrations.   While the comprehension of the no-click words and the no-definition words 

both increased from pre-to posttest, the pre-to post gain was significant for the no-definition 

group, but not significant for the no-click group.  While the attrition effect measured by the 

posttest to delayed posttest was not significant for the no-definition group, it was significant for 

the no-click group.  

The pre- to delayed post- comparison data showed that the no-definition group had a 

significantly higher delayed posttest score than its pretest score.  This could mean that wanting to 

look up definitions of certain words, and thus paying increased attention to those words, still 

could have reinforced comprehension even though no help came.  The research on retrieval-

based learning by Grimaldi, and Karpicke (2012) supports this assumption.  In their experiment, 

they compared three conditions: (a) students guessing word pairs before they study them, (b) 

students not guessing, but just studying the word pairs, and (c) students generating word pairs 

from fragments of words.  The results showed that even attempting to guess or retrieve 

significantly enhanced learning.  Thus, they argued that inference making is an active retrieval 

process, which promotes learning.  
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 On the contrary, the no-click group had lower delayed posttest scores than the pretest 

scores, but the decrease was not significant.  In other words, when participants did not access 

word definitions, those words were comprehended less well some time after the experiment than 

the before the experiment.  Thus, participating in the study experience did not benefit the 

participants when they chose not to look up words.  

Comparative Effect of Treatment vs. No Treatment 

When D, G, and A conditions were combined into treatment and N and C were combined 

into control, the effects of treatment and no treatment were manifest more strongly.  The 

treatment and no-treatment group words were comprehended similarly before the treatment.  

However, the treated words (those for which the participants accessed one of the three 

definitions) were much better comprehended in the post-treatment test than non-treated words 

(those for which the definitions have not been accessed or shown).  The treatment versus no 

treatment comparison data supports the previous research findings on the use of word treatment 

in aiding vocabulary learning (Abraham, 2008; Hulstijn, 1993; Hulstijn, Hollander, & Greidanus, 

1996; Lyman-Hager, Davis, Burnett, & Chennault, 1993). 

In addition, the words viewed with definitions were much better retained than non-treated 

words during the delayed posttest.  The data showed that the comprehension rate of the treated 

words was significantly higher than the pretest one, showing that the target words were 

effectively retained.  For the non-treated words, however, delayed posttest scores were not 

significantly higher than their pretest scores.  In other words, when participants did not take 

advantage of word treatment, those words were not effectively retained. 
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Effect of Independent Variables on Word Comprehension 

The following summarizes the effects of three independent variables of this study: word 

difficulty, word occurrence, and video presentation order.  

Word difficulty.  Even though word difficulty alone did not affect the results of the 

experiment, overall, the interaction between treatment and word difficulty was significant.  The 

study data showed that word difficulty did not have significant effects within the treatment or no-

treatment groups.  In other words, among the target words whose definitions had been accessed, 

the difficulty levels, either medium or high difficulty, did not have a differentiating effect.  

Likewise, the comprehension rate of medium-difficulty words and high-difficulty words did not 

vary significantly from each other if the word definitions were not shown or accessed.  The 

reason why the word difficulty did not have a significant effect on comprehension within 

treatment and no-treatment groups could well be because the HSK level 5 (medium-difficulty) 

and level 6 (high-difficulty) words did not vary enough from each other.  In other words, for 

advanced Chinese learners, HSK 5 and HSK 6 words may not have been different enough with 

respect to actual difficulty. 

Among the high-difficulty word groups, however, the mean score across all treatment 

groups was significantly higher than that of the no-treatment group.  In other words, clicking on 

and viewing word definitions made a significant difference on the comprehension of words in the 

high-difficulty group.  Whether a word definition was viewed or not (treatment or no treatment), 

however, did not make a difference for medium-difficulty words.  Therefore, one may conclude 

that looking up a word definition only helped high-difficulty words, but not medium-difficulty 

words in this experiment.  The exact reason why the word definition was more helpful in 

comprehending the high-difficulty words than the medium-difficulty words is not clear.  
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However, one guess is that generally speaking, lower difficulty words are usually composed of 

higher frequency characters and higher difficulty words are made up of lower-frequency 

characters.  As a result, understanding lower-difficulty words may be easier, simply because one 

could guess the meaning by looking at the component characters without accessing word 

definition for help.  On the other hand, guessing the meaning of high-difficulty words may not be 

so easy, especially when the component characters are low-frequency characters.  In the current 

study, it is possible that the treatment affected high-difficulty words, but not medium-difficulty 

words since the composing characters of medium-difficulty words were at the level that 

participants could guess the meaning of target words and that guessing was just as effective as 

accessing word definitions. 

The three way interaction of time by treatment by word difficulty showed that the non-

treated medium-difficulty word group, and two high-difficulty word groups (treated and not 

treated) all increased in comprehension after treatment and showed a sound level of word 

retention.  The non-treated high-difficulty group words, however, did not gain in comprehension 

after the treatment, and retention was not significant either.  The two treated word groups, treated 

high-difficulty and treated medium-difficulty groups, also showed that participants 

comprehended those words more effectively a week after the treatment than before participation.  

In other words, viewing word definitions aided retaining both medium and high-difficulty target 

words when compared before and delayed post measurements.  

Word occurrence. It was reported that the frequency of word occurrence had a 

significant effect on vocabulary comprehension.  If one increases the appearance of a target word 

from this study by one, there will be 2.98% increase in its comprehension.  This finding confirms 

the study by Ellis (2002) that frequency of exposure increases vocabulary learning.  This finding 
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also supports the results of Hulstijn, Hollander, and Greidanus (1996) study, which revealed a 

positive relationship between word frequency and vocabulary retention. 

Video presentation order. The order of the two-video presentation did not have a 

significant effect itself.  However, the effects of the two-way interaction of treatment by video 

order, and the three-way interaction of time by treatment by video order were significant.  More 

specifically, the treatment effect was seen more obviously in the DO video than in the OD video: 

the treated and non-treated words were significantly different in comprehension when viewed in 

DO order, while this was not the case when viewed in OD order.  Moreover, the video order did 

not make a significant difference in the comprehension of non-treated words, but for the treated 

words.  

The reason why the treatment effect was not significant in the OD video presentation 

order is not clear.  The participants all viewed both of the videos and each video contained equal 

numbers of H and M words and words with treatment conditions.  It may be due to a fatigue 

effect or varying interest levels of the two videos.  Without much change in the scenes and 

having native Chinese speakers speaking advanced-level speech almost the whole time, and 

adding the time to look up word definitions on top of that, the participants might have felt 

fatigue, which could have adversely affected students’ performance.  It could be that the doctor 

video was harder to comprehend and watching it at the end was more challenging than watching 

it first. 

Other than the varying interest levels of the two videos, which is dependent upon 

personal interest, one other difference was the combined target word frequencies in the two 

videos.  For the doctor video, high-difficulty (HSK level 6) words occurred 33 times and the 

medium-difficulty ones (HSK level 5) occurred 49 times.  For the government official video, 
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high-difficulty words occurred 28 times and medium ones, 32 times.  The relatively lower target 

word occurrence in the government official video than the doctor video might have resulted in 

less effective priming of those words, making it difficult to watch the official video first. 

Another possible explanation is perhaps a few more high performing students were 

assigned to the DO group than to the OD group.  Post analyses of participants’ language 

background survey responses and their pretest scores revealed that there were about five more 

people in the DO group than the OD group at the end of the randomized assignment of the 

groups and experiment.  Unfortunately, the exact cause of the observed difference is unclear. 

Learner Perspective for Word Treatment Methods 

The second research question of this study concerns which of the three word definitions 

investigated in this study was more frequently used and perceived preferable and helpful by the 

study participants.  Using the Activity Stream data, the frequency of additional clicks on word 

definitions and total length of the definition view time were calculated.  Results from the 

statistical analyses showed that neither the frequency nor the length of definition view had a 

significant effect on word comprehension.  It is hard to infer the meaning of a greater number of 

clicks or viewing for a longer period of time.  With the type of word definition predetermined for 

each target word, however, additional clicks could mean a participant did not understand the 

definition very well on the first click.  Likewise, when a participant spends a great length of time 

viewing a definition, it could mean that the processing of that definition required a longer time, 

perhaps because the definition was longer or was not very clear or straightforward. 

Participants’ responses on their post-experience survey showed that they perceived 

annotated definitions to be the most preferable and helpful.  Dictionary definitions closely 

followed annotation in preference and helpfulness ratings.  Glossed definitions were significantly 
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less preferred and perceived to be less helpful than the dictionary and annotated definitions.  

Correlation data showed that the participants’ preference and helpfulness ratings were 

significantly correlated.  This result is not surprising because language learners would likely 

prefer language-learning resources that they perceive to be helpful. 

It should be noted, however, that the preference and helpfulness were measured by 

ranking the three types of word definitions.  Therefore, the measurement was relative.  Had I 

employed a more objective measurement, such as rating the effectiveness of a definition type in a 

one to ten scale, the results might have been different. 

In the post-treatment survey, however, participants were also asked to briefly provide 

reasons for their preference and helpfulness rankings.  The reasons and opinions varied, but those 

people who liked dictionary definitions preferred seeing “… the full range of what the word 

means according to a dictionary definition” (taken from a participant response).  Those who 

liked glossed definitions the most said the glosses were the “simplest and most accurate” (taken 

from a participant response).  Those who preferred annotated definitions the most said that they 

were “able to see what characters mean independently, which… help… remember the word 

later” (taken from a participant response).  A respondent who gave the lowest ranking for 

dictionary definitions, however, said that “… I feel seeing all the different plausible meanings is 

sometimes annoying and make it harder for me to remember the meaning of the word.” Some 

reported they did not prefer glossed definitions as they were too short or simple; there were some 

who felt annotated definitions were too much information or “[t]wo parts of a word don't 

necessarily create their meaning together” (taken from a participant response).  Reasons for 

helpfulness rankings were very similar to reasons for preference rankings. 
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Implications 

Accessing the dictionary, glossed, and annotated definitions was equally effective in 

helping participants to comprehend advanced-level Chinese vocabulary.  Moreover, viewing 

dictionary definitions was positively related to vocabulary retention while viewing glossed and 

annotated definitions was related to significant attrition.  The fact that the dictionary definition 

was as effective as glossed and annotated definitions has an important implication.  An electronic 

dictionary is usually free of charge and automatic while glosses and annotations are human-

developed and thus more expensive time- and resource-wise.  If the three word treatment 

methods are similar in effect, language learners and teachers can consider using more dictionary 

definitions to learn and teach vocabulary during media-assisted language learning.  The survey 

data by Xie (2010) showed that Chinese learners preferred online dictionaries over paper 

dictionaries, downloadable dictionaries, and pop-up dictionaries for the cost and convenience.  

As a whole, accessing word definitions resulted in a significantly higher comprehension 

rate of the target words.  On the other hand, not viewing word definitions because of no click 

resulted in a non-significant gain in word comprehension immediately after the treatment and as 

more time went by.  Therefore, the results from this study suggest that word treatment is an 

effective way to comprehend vocabulary while viewing target language video, which can lead to 

vocabulary retention.  If learners choose to reinforce the retention, the learned materials can 

integrate into the learner’s system and this can lead to vocabulary acquisition, though this pattern 

is not necessarily guaranteed (Chapelle, 1997, Ebbinghaus, 1987, Pimsleur, 1967). 

Some independent variables of this study had significant effects on the word 

comprehension.  High-difficulty words with lookup of definitions resulted in a significantly more 

effective comprehension while medium-difficulty words did not.  Therefore, language teachers 
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may consider using word treatment to help students learn high-difficulty words.  The number of 

times a target word occurred in the treatment videos significantly affected word comprehension.  

If a language teacher can control how many times a target word appears in an instruction 

material, it might be beneficial to expose learners to target words ample amount of time.  The 

order of the two treatment videos that participants watched did not have a significant effect on 

target vocabulary comprehension itself, but for video order interacting with time and treatment, 

the treatment did not have a discriminating effect on the treated and non-treated target words 

viewed in doctor then government official order.  Lastly, the number of additional clicks or time 

spent on viewing word definition time did not affect vocabulary learning.  In other words, the 

frequency and length of definition view did not yield a significant result on the study data.  

Therefore, instructors should keep in mind that while the frequency and length of clicks on word 

definition can be an indicator of students’ pre knowledge, the lookup behavior is not necessarily 

related to how well students comprehend. 

Participants preferred and found dictionary and annotated definitions more helpful than 

glossed definitions.  The reader should keep in mind, however, that viewing glossed definitions 

yielded a comparable result in aiding vocabulary comprehension as viewing dictionary and 

annotated definition types did in the experiment. 

Suggestions for Future Research 

Given that the study by Todd (2014) and the current study both used the same design to 

use individual words as the observational unit, yet they yielded slightly different results, further 

studies should be conducted to compare the effects of dictionary, glossed, and annotated 

definitions.  Others may consider replicating this study with more distinctive word difficulty 
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groups or with beginning and intermediate Chinese learners instead of advanced language 

learners. 

The treatment videos for this study were interviews with Chinese professionals.  Since 

our videos mostly contained interviews, not many changes of scenes occurred.  This could have 

helped the participants focus more on the language input, but also might have led to an increased 

level of fatigue or lack of interest.  In the future, other studies can use more interesting, story-like 

videos to gauge Chinese learners’ vocabulary comprehension while accessing word definitions.  

For these reasons, future studies with various video types could also help answer why the 

interaction effect of video presentation order by treatment had a significant effect on word 

comprehension. 

This study compared three different types of word definitions, but not different mediums 

for word definitions.  Therefore, another useful study might be one that compares various modes 

of input, such as text, picture, and video formats.  While there are several studies that revealed 

word definitions with combined mediums were more effective than the definitions with merely a 

text medium alone, no study exists that compared all modes of input or all possible combinations 

among various modes of inputs (Jones & Plass, 2002; Kost, Foss, & Lenzini, 1999; Yeh & 

Wang, 2003). 

Conclusions 

Through this study, I sought to find whether word definitions help advanced Chinese 

learners to comprehend words and if so, which of the three definition types performed better than 

the others.  The Chinese language has a complicated orthography for native English speakers, 

which makes vocabulary learning quite challenging.  The findings of the current study confirm 

that accessing word definitions while watching online video aids vocabulary learning for 
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advanced Chinese learners.  As Smidt and Hegelheimer (2004) argued, “. . . the use of online 

video in combination with … access to further resources in the form of a dictionary, for example, 

encourage learning beyond the content and help learners acquire language as well, making it a 

valid pedagogical choice.” Hulstijn (1993) confirms that, “…students verify[ing] their inferences 

by consulting an authority, such as a dictionary could be a sound pedagogical choice” (p. 142).  

In the future, I hope more language videos will incorporate language-learning resources, not just 

the videos and subtitles.  Glosses and annotations are usually developed by human labor, but 

online dictionaries are readily available.  If owners of video content for language learning cannot 

afford developing glossed or annotated definitions, making available dictionary definitions from 

an existing dictionary service could be significantly beneficial to users who wish to comprehend 

and acquire the target language. 

For advanced language learners, learner autonomy is crucial in successful learning.  As 

Bada and Okan (2000) asserted, helping students reflect on their preferences could help them 

become more autonomous learners.  Hopefully, this study could inspire language content 

developers and teachers to consider learners’ perspective for language resources.  Language 

materials that carefully reflect learner perspective and solid research findings will equip language 

learners with tools to achieve language proficiency and successful autonomous learning. 
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APPENDIX A: LANGUAGE BACKGROUND SURVEY 

1. What is your native language?

2. How many semesters have you studied Chinese in your home country in high school?

3. How many semesters have you studied Chinese in your home country in college?

4. How many months have you lived in a Chinese-speaking country, speaking and listening

to Chinese extensively?

5. How many months have you studied Chinese in an immersive Chinese-learning setting in

your home country?

6. Please specify other Chinese learning experience, if any. (Purpose: _________ , Length:

____________ months)

7. Please list other foreign languages you speak, if any.
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APPENDIX B: POST STUDY SURVEY 

1. The following shows the same three word definition types in the videos you watched. Please

click and drag them to match the order that you preferred. (1: Most preference 2: Medium

preference 3: Least preference)

2. Please provide reasons for your preference ranking above. Why did you find one type of

word definition most preferable? Why did you find another type medium preferable and the

other least preferable?

3. The following shows the same three word definition types in the videos you watched. Please

click and drag them to match the order of helpfulness. (1: Most helpfulness 2: Medium

helpfulness 3: Least helpfulness)

4. Please provide reasons for the helpfulness ranking above. Why did you find one type of

word definition most helpful? Why did you find another type medium helpful and the other

least helpful?

5. In a 7-point scale, please rate the helpfulness of the Chinese subtitles in understanding the

Doctor and Government Official videos

(1: Not helpful at all, 2: Not helpful, 3: Not really helpful, 4: Neutral, 5: Somewhat helpful,

6: Helpful, 7: Very helpful)
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APPENDIX C: RANDOMIZATION DESIGN 

Word ID Group DO1 DO2 DO3 DO4 OD1 OD2 OD3 OD4 
H01 H A G D N G A D N 
H02 H G A N D D N G A 
H03 H G A N D G A D N 
H04 H D N A G N D A G 
H05 H A G D N A G N D 
H06 H G A N D N D A G 
H07 H N D G A D N G A 
H08 H A G D N A G N D 
H09 H A G D N N D A G 
H10 H A G D N N D A G 
H11 H N D G A N D A G 
H12 H N D G A D N G A 
H13 H N D G A G A D N 
H14 H D N A G D N G A 
H15 H G A N D D N G A 
H16 H D N A G N D A G 
H17 H A G D N N D A G 
H18 H G A N D D N G A 
H19 H N D G A A G N D 
H20 H G A N D N D A G 
H21 H A G D N A G N D 
H22 H N D G A G A D N 
H23 H N D G A G A D N 
H24 H G A N D G A D N 
H25 H A G D N D N G A 
H26 H D N A G A G N D 
H27 H D N A G G A D N 
H28 H D N A G D N G A 
H29 H N D G A G A D N 
H30 H G A N D G A D N 
H31 H D N A G A G N D 
H32 H G A N D D N G A 
H33 H N D G A G A D N 
H34 H D N A G N D A G 
H35 H D N A G D N G A 
H36 H G A N D A G N D 
H37 H A G D N A G N D 
H38 H A G D N A G N D 
H39 H D N A G A G N D 
H40 H N D G A N D A G 
M01 M D A N G N G A D 
M02 M A D G N N G A D 
M03 M A D G N G N D A 
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M04 M G N A D D A G N 
M05 M N G D A G N D A 
M06 M N G D A N G A D 
M07 M A D G N D A G N 
M08 M N G D A A D N G 
M09 M D A N G N G A D 
M10 M A D G N G N D A 
M11 M N G D A D A G N 
M12 M A D G N N G A D 
M13 M D A N G D A G N 
M14 M D A N G G N D A 
M15 M G N A D D A G N 
M16 M G N A D G N D A 
M17 M N G D A N G A D 
M18 M A D G N D A G N 
M19 M G N A D A D N G 
M20 M N G D A A D N G 
M21 M G N A D N G A D 
M22 M A D G N D A G N 
M23 M D A N G N G A D 
M24 M A D G N G N D A 
M25 M A D G N A D N G 
M26 M D A N G G N D A 
M27 M N G D A A D N G 
M28 M D A N G A D N G 
M29 M G N A D G N D A 
M30 M G N A D A D N G 
M31 M G N A D D A G N 
M32 M N G D A G N D A 
M33 M G N A D A D N G 
M34 M A D G N G N D A 
M35 M N G D A D A G N 
M36 M N G D A A D N G 
M37 M D A N G A D N G 
M38 M D A N G D A G N 
M39 M G N A D N G A D 
M40 M D A N G N G A D 

 

Note:  In the second column of the above table, H stands for high difficulty, and M stands for 

medium difficulty. In the first row, DO stands for the condition to view Doctor video first, then 

Government Official video while OD stands for the opposite. 

In the body of the table, G stands for Glosses, A stands for Annotations, and D stands for 

Dictionary definitions while N stands for no definition available.  
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APPENDIX D: TRANSCRIPT FOR AYAMEL VIDEO TUTORIAL 

Welcome to Ayamel. In this video, you will learn basic, but crucial information on how 

to use Ayamel to learn your target language. 

You can load your subtitles by clicking the cc button. Simplified Chinese subtitles are 

available for this video. 

To help you learn unfamiliar words, some words are treated with either a dictionary 

definition or glosses (short definitions) or annotations (more extensive notes on linguistic or 

cultural matters). The words treated with definitions appear in yellow. As you click a yellow-

colored word, it will bring either of those three definition types under the annotations tab. 

Sometimes, the phrase, “no definition available” will show. This does not mean a system error, 

but appears just for the purpose of this study, so do not worry when you see this. Just move on 

with learning. Notice that as you view any type of word definitions, video playback will stop 

automatically and you will be able to view the word definition under the annotations tab. If you 

want to continue with the video, then click the play button again. 

Let me introduce you to some other video play functions on Ayamel here. 

The left most button is the play/pause button. The second button from the left is the cool 

one: play-a–subtitle-line-before button. Let’s say you just heard a line of speech, but you didn’t 

really get it. You can click this button and it will take you back to that exact point of the video 

where that subtitles line started. You can control the volume of the video here, and do you 

remember what the cc button was for? Yes, loading subtitles. 

Notice that you can control the video playback speed using this button on the bottom 

right side of the video screen. You can go full screen with this button. The numbers on the right 
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show how much time has lapsed since the beginning of the video out of the total length of the 

video. 

On the right, you may also choose in what language you will view the transcript. 

Transcripts will allow you to view more subtitle lines. If you click any subtitle line on the 

transcript, the video play will take you to that exact spot of the video that the speech occurs. 

Now, enjoy learning Chinese words using the Ayamel! 
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APPENDIX E: VOCABULARY TEST ITEMS SAMPLE 

The following is a screen shot of the vocabulary test used to measure vocabulary 

comprehension for the study. All three vocabulary tests (pre-, post-, and delayed posttests) used 

the same format with items appearing in a randomized order.  
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